
Stealing Paradise 

Paradise Commons is an unorganized group of friends from the art community 
and beyond that think together about the uses of Paradise. 

We share research digitally in PARADISE JOURNAL and we meet face to face 
during “summits” in paradisal locations. We recently held the first official 
PARADISE SUMMIT in Key West to take over the college library for 48 hours.  
The following is my personal documentation of our event, the activation of a site 
for study and for complaint. 

-Lori Kelly

https://feleciacarlisle.wixsite.com/paradise


Making Paradise: The Installation 

Paradise Summit Key West began with 4 artists, Felecia, Christy, Catherine, and 
Laurencia. We read and wrote a quote from Jamaica Kincaid on the wall. 

Christopher Columbus met paradise. It would not have been paradise for 
the people living there; they would have had the ordinary dreariness of 
living anywhere day after day, the ordinary dreariness of just being alive. 
But someone else's ordinary dreariness is another person's epiphany. 

We rifled through the picture files, scoured the library bookshelves and 
commandeered the copy machine. Christy pinned a copy of an American 
primitive painting of Adam naming the animals to the wall. I added a picture of 
Leni Riefenstahl with her camera leading a gleaming Kau warrior by the hand. 
Catherine added one of Jacob Lawrence’s migration pictures. Jellyfish were 
scribbled in margins. Strings ran from words to books to images transforming 
citations into material. 



A shy lady joined to read “Romanticism and Disease” and we talk quietly 
about the aesthetic appeal of consumption, while a larger group debated 
Trump. 
A Haitian student brought her cousin who wanted to learn English. The 
student read Danticat on post-Irma Haiti, while her cousin turned the pages 
of a Mary B. Morrison romance. Another cousin joined us and hung out for 
three hours, eating berries with piles of whip cream. Pages randomly turned, 
front to back, and then back to front.

A former employee settled in on the green floor mat to read and mark quietly. 
The ceramics teacher bustled in blurting, just what is going on? before 
settling in on a red and gold mandala print to dash off comments in bold blue 
highlights. 

A tutor came and read Urban Structures of the Future. He said he was 
disappointed in the lack of sociological thinking in the books, so I introduced 
him to Catherine who was reading Jane Jacobs. They talked about the 
difference between urban and suburban privacy. 

An art teacher, who had been painting imaginary clouds in the parking lot, 
leaned against the wall in the middle of the group. He turned pages as he 
talked about blue mollusks.  Ms. Carrie arrived with her We Were Eight Years 
in Power.  Catherine and Carrie “fan girl” on Ta-Nehisi Coates and talked “red 
lining”, reparations and how to deal with cranky old white ladies. 

Christy was reading Indigenous Florida History and calling out the ancestral 
homes. 
She shared the sunset couch with Laurencia and they talked about Queer 
Utopia. I read a bit of Undercommons, but mostly I searched for new books 
amongst the racks; One Dharma, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, a spiritual 
utopia pile awaiting Elizabeth’s markings. Warmth of Other Suns was 
missing, maybe buried in the pile of moldy, post-hurricane books out by the 
dumpster. 

A lull hit, even the painter was reading quietly, when Julia made her entrance. 
She brought her Paradise book and three large shopping bags full of 
paperbacks. She held herself steady while reading aloud and her eyes filled 
with tears when she saw Kristina and Candace from the Write On group at 
the women’s detention center. 



They brought a book of writing from the women in jail who had been reading 
Jamaica Kincaid’s In History with us. We talked about The New Jim Crow and 
huddled around the computers listening to Julia expound her latest story 
about hurricane proof iguanas and the necessity of Kino’s flip-flops. 

I packed up leftovers for Julia. Her bus wasn’t scheduled for another two 
hours, but she walked out with Kristina to wait on the street. They agreed to 
meet the next Friday to hang some curtains around the sofa Julia was 
sleeping on in a yard up the Keys. She was proud of passing by her old spot 
in the mangroves. Only three months till probation was over and she could 
move to the mainland… (too cold for Kino’s, but she was looking forward to 
living inside). 

Felecia was stretched out in the middle of the room at the center of a ranging 
conversation. “If Trump can be president then anyone can be president”. 
“People should raise kids to be more generous”. “Everything you need to 
know you learned in kindergarten”. 

As people drifted away I 
picked up dishes, sorted 
things into the fridge with 
Laurencia and we talked 
about how a non-gallery 
setting made this different. 
Lying on the floor, just us, 
Felecia reading aloud from 
Tone of our Times, a book we 
have been reading together 
for years. 

I read aloud from Fred 
Moton’s Under Commons
then we locked the doors and 
went home for cocktails and 
talk. 



Becoming Paradise Under-Commons

Next morning, Ms. Carrie and Ms. Latara join us. 
Reading quietly together 
Revisiting Fred Moton’s Under Commons

“We’re trying to understand the problematic of our own alienation from 
our capacity to study – the exploitation of our capacity to study that was 
manifest as a set of academic products. That’s what we were trying to 
understand. How come we can’t get together and think together in a way 
the feels good, the way it should feel good? …Everybody is pissed off all 
the time and feels bad, but seldom do you enter into a conversation 
where people are going, “Why is it that this doesn’t feel good to us.?” 

I print each letter out P A R A D I S E   U N D E R – C O M M O N S 
Christy and I pushpin them high on the wall. 

She props Said’s Orientalism up next to my flea market Mughal painting and 
Amazon boho tapestry. 

Uses of Paradise: Thinking Together in a Way That Feels Good

A faculty member who has been randomly “let go” comes in to document her 
meeting with HR.  I hand her the highlighted Under-Commons text and leave 
her to compile her complaint. 

Tears
Breathing
Touching 

“This is how it should be. Why can we not be free to just teach?”

My boss hears about the project and bustles upstairs. 

Immediate Executive Email Response: 

“Please furnish me with the name of the individual who gave you permission to 
write on the walls”

I print out her email and display it next to Fred Moton’s quote. 
In the Do Not Remove file box that I stole from the faculty office. 





Bertrand and Keo lie on the mandala with their copy of Plato’s Republic 
talking “What is Justice?“ for a few minutes before going back to talking 
about girlfriends. 



Poetry classes choose colored pencils to mark books and write poems in 
the margins. 

Staff and students share a moment of silence and share poetry for the 
Parkland students. I read aloud the first stanza of Audre Lorde’s Power. 

The difference between poetry and rhetoric 
is being ready to kill 
yourself 
instead of your children.

Tears blur the rest. 

“That Student Success class they’ve 
got me in is just bullshit platitudes”

Suspended from classes. 

No Financial Aid so he’s back to 
living on the hook. 

Still comes by every day for the 
Book.

Bleach headed boat dude on last call probation should be bringing up his 
GPA. Instead he spends his afternoons in Elizabeth’s Spiritual Utopia 
reading the Tibetan Book of the Dead.  



Ms. Noda stops by the library front desk to tell me the bus driver shot laser 
beams at her again. She claims a sofa, three pillows and a silk throw. I 
wake her when she snores. 

My Humanities class meets in Paradise for the rest of the semester. They’re 
all Game Changer students, low income first time in college… 

I craft state reports touting their retention rates and GPAs, and their brown 
faces highlight the college presentation soliciting money for their 
scholarship program. 

But there is no scholarship. 

Their tuition is covered by financial aid, because they are poor. 

There is a small group of staff dedicated to these students. Meeting twice a 
week to review their course work, customizing their registration, drafting 
proposal after budget after grant. We’ve been working together all year and 
we finally have permission and funding for an end of the semester field trip. 

So, we use our time in Paradise to think and talk about how Humanities 
works. They contribute examples of things that make their paradise –
sculptures of their high school mascot, a favorite con leche store, the 
jumping bridge, the trailers where they live. 

We compare our Humanities with the textbook version and talk about what 
works for who? 

How does what we make reflect our selves or limit us? What is Art and is 
Art what we make?  

Another group works with a photograph of Leni Riefenstahl. How has she 
fashioned these people? Are those images civilized, exotic, savage? How 
would these people make their own image? 

A third group has Jacob Lawrence’s Great Migration. How do the images 
move? Are they active? Are they shiny, fancy, exotic? 



We use string to connect Jamaica Kincaid’s lines about Columbus naming 
her island to the painting of Adam. What is the painting telling us about the 
kind of people who have the right to name?  

The students write their research on the wall and in the margins of the 
books and tape colored strings to connect the words and images. They are 
hesitant at first, afraid of getting in trouble. 

But I am already in trouble, so we are not afraid. 



It is not just the writing on the wall. 
I snapped. 

A new employee decided to submit a poor evaluation for someone she’s 
supervised for three weeks. 

I said no.  I said I wanted proof. I said these things should never be a 
surprise. 

I said this with a shaking voice. 

She tells HR that I threatened her. 

My boss is her mentor.

She’s a 6-foot tall solid white girl.  

By the end of the week the entire college knows that I had made her cry. 

Four times. 

My contract is not renewed. 

I have been forbidden to talk to other staff. 

I cannot take my Humanities class on the field trip that we had been 
planning all semester.  

Ms. Carrie and Ms. Latara drive the 5 hours up and back to the museum 
field trip. 

I write Sarah Ahmed and Audre Lorde on the walls of Paradise.  

I mark up their margins, connect them with string full circle to Jamaica 
Kincaid. 

I write that big girl’s name in the White Girl Tears chapter of Brittany 
Cooper’s Eloquent Rage. 

IN ALL CAPS 

-------------------



I make myself a college ID with my new position…

Kill Joy Emeritus     



The field trip was 15 hours of carsick bags, emotional outbursts, runaways 
and struggle. 

But 

They took selfies with their favorite art from the museum. 

They got t-shirts at the big city mall. 

They bought me a coffee cup. 

It reads 

What Is Art? 

------------






One final stolen night in Paradise Under-Commons, before we de-install.

There is no use filing a complaint. 
They change the rules as they wish. 
So instead we do what we always do when someone is arbitrarily fired. 

We get together, drink tequila, burn up some magic and protect each other 
while we steal Paradise. 




